Fact Sheet

IQVIA LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Cross-Trial Portal Technology That Simplifies the Process for Study
Teams and Sites
Built by former principal investigators and study
coordinators, IQVIA’s Learning Management
System (LMS) provides sites and study teams with a
single, efficient source for education and learning,
knowledge assessments, reporting and more.

CROSS-TRIAL FUNCTIONALITY
With its latest cross-trial update, IQVIA LMS streamlines the process for study teams and sites by:
•

Allowing sponsors and CROs to push training to all site personnel at once, regardless of trial, country, therapeutic
area or role.

•

Tracking the completion of site training across all studies and therapeutic areas, ensuring sites no longer need to
re-take previously completed training.

THE IMPACT OF CROSS-TRIAL

STUDY TEAM IMPACT

SITE IMPACT

With cross-trial functionality, study teams no longer need to manually push out the same
training over and over. Instead, teams can reach their entire site network, across all trials and
therapeutic areas, in just a few clicks.

In the past, sites would repeat previously completed training every time they started a new trial
or therapeutic area. Now, because IQVIA LMS automatically tracks all training, site personnel
only need to complete a training once, regardless of where else it appears with the sponsor.

ONE SIMPLE DASHBOARD
Built for efficiency and simplicity, IQVIA LMS provides
sponsors and CROs with a centralized dashboard that
streamlines the learning management process. Users can
quickly and easily push training, track current training
compliance, and generate reports in just a few clicks.

IQVIA LMS was designed with a top-5 life science
company to ensure that the system is simple to
use, efficient, and intuitive.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
REDUCED TIME

REDUCED COST

INCREASED AUDIT TRANSPARENCY

With its cross-trial update, IQVIA LMS
eliminates all redundant work for
both sites and study teams, saving
time for everyone. It also streamlines
the training process, ensuring teams
spend less time doing the same work.

The centralized system cuts costs
by eliminating redundant work
and streamlining workflows. This
reduces the amount of personnel
and man-hours needed to complete
the training process.

IQVIA LMS builds a comprehensive
audit trail by tracking each action a
user takes in the system, ensuring that
all documentation is easily produced
for audits and inspections.

OTHER FEATURES & BENEFITS
FOR SPONSORS & CROS

FOR SITES

•

•

identify areas for additional education
•
•

and interactive assessments

Track and generate certificates for online modules,

•

Automatic due-date reminders

IM, on-site meetings, site initiation visits and more

•

Single-sign on for sites across multiple studies and

Automatically identify and remind sites that are past
due

•

User-based curriculum featuring multimedia modules

sponsors
•

Fully-validated and compliant with 21 CFR Part 11
requirements

Periodically saves progress to allow users to resume
training when interrupted or signing off

•

Integrated support documents and guides
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